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We show that in the framework of large extra-dimension models, neutrinos are strongly affected
by the un-suppressed gravitational interaction with matter at distances of the size of the extra
dimensions. This effect drastically modifies those standard neutrino properties like mixing with the
bulk neutrinos which have been recently discussed as possible solutions to the solar-neutrino deficit
and other experimental data.
Models with space dimensions in addition to the usual three and large enough to be observable even after compact-
ication have been recently suggested [1] as a possible solution to the problem of the large scale dierence between
gravity and the standard model. In these models the standard model and ourselves live in four-dimensional space
time [2] and|along the lines of brane-world models [3]|only gravity inhabits the extra dimensions. The strength of
gravity is re-scaled up to a value not far from that of the Fermi constant, while its experimental weakness is explained
by the space volume of the large extra dimensions, for which the gravitational coupling at large distances must be
divided.
More recently, in addition to gravity also matter has been allowed to propagate in the extra dimensions. In
particular, bulk (sterile) neutrinos have been suggested and their interaction with the standard-model neutrinos
discussed [4,5]. In these models, neutrinos are coupled to the standard-model neutrinos to give the latter mass and
the ensuing mixing is argued to be consistent with solar, atmospheric and other neutrino experimental data.
However, the interplay between matter and gravity in the extra dimensions has not been considered.
In this letter we show that, for distances of the order of the extra dimension, gravity acts on matter with a strength
un-suppressed by space-time volume factors and therefore it must be taken into account in all computations. As an
example, we discuss the case of solar neutrinos and show that the eect of this gravitational interaction is, depending
on the assumptions, between 102 and 105 times bigger than the usual matter eects due to weak interactions.
For the sake of deniteness, we consider the model discussed in [5]. In this model, phenomenological [7] and
theoretical arguments lead to the inclusion of at least three extra-dimensions, two of which can be taken to be equal
and of radius  much smaller than R|the third and potentially observable one. This means that, for compactication
on three circles,
(2)3M5f R 
2 = M2P  (4  GN )−1 ; (1)
where GN is Newton constant. By xing the radius  of two dimensions to a very small size, we have the freedom to
choose R ’ 100 m, that is, in the interesting range for gravitational experiments [6], and the fundamental scale Mf
from 1 to 10 TeV, thus providing an elegant solution to the hierarchy problem. In terms of the Kaluza-Klein (KK)
expansion of bulk elds, these small radii  will translate in very massive modes that we can safely neglect and work
in the eective 5-dimensional theory of the zero modes of this expansion. All standard-model elds are assumed to
be localized within 4-dimensional space-time (for instance on a 3-brane), while a fermionic massless standard-model
singlet is allowed to propagate in the bulk with gravity. The Yukawa coupling of left-handed neutrinos with the
sterile neutrino provides a Dirac mass term through the usual Higgs mechanism; it is found that, in ve dimensions,
m(5) = hv which yields




in four dimensions, where h is a O(1) coupling and v ’ 250 GeV is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs eld. In
this way, the smallness of the neutrino mass arises in a natural manner from the suppression factor Mf=MP. Once the
KK expansion has been performed, we are left with a tower of sterile neutrinos in the four-dimensional theory|with
masses given by an integer multiplied by 1=R ’ 210−3 eV|coupled to the standard neutrino via a Dirac mass term
1
mD. The phenomenological analysis performed in [5] shows that this model lies in the correct range to reproduce the
Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) small angle solution to the solar-neutrino decit.
To explain the role played by gravity in this picture, let us consider the Dirac equations for the standard L and bulk
neutrinos, arbitrarily denoted as NL,R, in ve dimensions (and the γ matrices in chiral representation) propagating




@0 + i@i + i Vm + i VG(y)
]
L = −i m(5)NR[
@0 + i@i + i VG(y)
]
NL = −@yNR[
@0 + i@i + i VG(y)
]
NR = @yNL + i m(5)L ;
(3)
where y represents the 4-th space-like coordinate.
Eqs. (3) contain, in addition to the usual term
Vm =
p
2GF (e − N2 ) ; (4)
which comes from weak interactions (with e electrons and N nucleons per unit volume, and e ’ N in the hydrogen-
dominated sun core), the potential (energy) term
VG(y) = −8 2 G(5) "ν N mN
{√





that arises because of gravity. In eq. (5)
G(5) = 1=(2 2M3f ) (6)
replaces GN thus making the usually negligible gravitational interactions stronger according to (1). The mass mN is
the rest energy of the nucleons (of about 1 GeV) and "ν is the neutrino energy. Notice in eq. (5) the extra energy
dependence with respect to eq. (4).
The potential VG(y) in eq. (5) is calculated as in the weak interactions case by considering the one-graviton exchange
between bulk neutrinos and a uniform nucleon density made of N nucleons per unit (3-dimensional) space volume.
The interaction is given by
√
4 2 G(5) hµν T µν ; (7)
where the 5-dimensional metric tensor is dened by gµν = µν +
p
4 2 G(5)hµν and T µν is the Dirac eld energy-
momentum tensor in flat space-time. The nal integration over the 4-dimensional space gives
∫
d3x0 dy0 (y0)




jx0 − xj2 + y2
= 4 
{√





in which we use the (rather drastic) approximation of letting the gravitational potential act only up to distances
of order R. For distances larger than R the gravitational exchange is in fact too weak. The -function in the extra
dimension y0 is there because ordinary matter (which we take as source of the gravitational eld) is constrained within
the 3-dimensional space.
The y-dependence of the potential is crucial. For a system of two neutrinos (like e and µ) both constrained inside
our 3-dimensional space the gravitational interaction is only felt at y = 0 thus giving a common factor
∫
VG(y) (y) dy = VG(0) (9)
that can be rotated away in the evolution equation. The principle of equivalence is here at work. On the other
hand, bulk neutrinos propagate in the extra dimensions and feel the whole potential; accordingly their gravitational
interaction is dierent from that of ordinary neutrinos without any violation of the principle of equivalence.
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In eq. (10) we left out NR, because it decouples from L, as well as common (kinetic and potential) terms and








cos (ny=R)VG(y) dy (12)
is the n-th Fourier component of the gravitational potential energy.
To gauge the relevance of this new gravitational term, we have written in eq. (11) the dierence between the
potential in y = 0 and its zero mode as












e − N=2 : (14)
For Vm = V
(n)
G = 0 in eq. (11), the oscillation in vacuum between the standard-model neutrino and the n-th state
N (n) of the tower of KK sterile neutrinos, with masses given by n=R, is governed by the mixing angle
tan 2 (n)0 =
2 mD (n=r)
(n=R)2 −m2D(n + 1)
: (15)
As neutrinos enter space lled by matter with constant density, the mixing angle becomes
tan 2 (n)m =
sin 2 (n)0
cos 2 (n)0 − 2 p Vm (R=n)2
(16)
before gravity is turned on.
If we neglect for the moment the o-diagonal terms in eq. (11) originating in higher Fourier terms, we can write
the mixing angle with gravity included as
3
tan 2 (n)(m+G) =
sin 2 (n)0
cos 2 (n)0 − 2 (1− Ω) p Vm (R=n)2
: (17)
We see by inspection that the eect of gravity can be very large. For instance, Eq. (14) tells us that, for Mf between
1 and 10 TeV and R xed and of the order of 100 m, solar neutrinos of energies "ν of the order of 1 MeV, we have
Ω between 102 and 105. Since Ω  1, the eective mixing angle in matter of L and, for instance, the rst KK mode
N (1) is suppressed by the factor Ω−1:
tan 2 (1)(m+G)  Ω−1 tan 2 (1)m : (18)
Therefore, in this case, gravity decouples the two neutrino modes. Moreover, because of its sign, the gravitation
potential, if large enough, excludes a resonant solution, as it can be seen in eq. (17).
The same results hold by using the full matrix (11), o-diagonal Fourier terms included. We have checked numer-
ically that the diagonalization of the matrix, for the values of Ω discussed above, gives rise to eigenvectors in which
L is, for all practical purposes, decoupled from the bulk-neutrino modes.
A similar argument can be applied to atmospheric neutrinos by replacing appropriate values for R and "ν .
Although our discussion is only at the level of orders of magnitude and matter is taken to have a constant density
distribution, it does show that gravitational eects cannot be neglected in any actual t of neutrino phenomenology
based on large extra dimensions. On the contrary, gravity dominates over weak interactions over most of the space
of parameters. Accordingly, the presence of the gravitational potential may
 drastically change, as shown by eq. (18) and the numerical diagonalization of (11), the values of the parameters
used in tting the experimental data and the possibility of a resonance solution itself;
 produce a peculiar distortion of the neutrino spectrum because of the extra energy dependence in eq. (5).
In the more realistic case of the MSW solution of the solar-decit problem, it would be interesting to verify if and
how the extra-dimensional models are still viable once gravity is properly taken into account.
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